Spotlight on cancer nurses: the heart of high-quality cancer care

All.Can was set up to identify innovative ways to improve efficiency in cancer care. This brief report highlights the vital role that cancer clinical nurse specialists (CNSs) play in the care pathway, and identifies policy priorities to advance the position of the CNS in cancer care throughout Europe.

What cancer patients need, specialist nurses provide

- Patient-centred care
- Support with decision-making
- Clear information and advice
- Improved quality of life
- Continuity of care
- Psychological and emotional support
- Support with daily living
- One-to-one contact

All.Can is a multistakeholder initiative which aims to help define better solutions for sustainable cancer care and improve patient outcomes in the future. All.Can is made possible with financial support from Bristol-Myers Squibb (lead sponsor), Amgen and MSD (co-sponsors).
What do we know about the value of cancer nurses to patients and their families?

Care delivered by a cancer CNS offers patients a personalised, patient-centred experience, with improved access to care.¹

Cancer CNSs can offer information, advice and reassurance to patients,⁷ and act as the main point of contact for the entire family.¹²

Patients cared for by cancer CNSs report greater satisfaction and improved quality of life.¹⁵

Patients also report reduced anxiety, depression⁴,⁶ and distress⁵ when care is provided by a cancer CNS.

The role of the cancer CNS varies considerably across Europe

In France, the 2014–2019 Cancer Plan made a huge step in recognising the role of cancer CNSs.¹⁴

In the Netherlands, since December 2015, oncology nurses have been authorised to prescribe medicine. This level of autonomy mirrors their recognition as key role in cancer care.¹⁵,¹⁶

Belgium is a pioneer in cancer nursing. The role has been recognised as a qualification since 1994 and as a specialisation since 2006.¹⁷,¹⁸ Oncology nurses play a crucial role in delivering cancer care and their role is protected. They are the only professionals permitted to administer chemotherapy.⁵,¹⁹

In the UK, cancer CNSs are well-established. For example, a UK survey of men with prostate cancer found that CNSs were most important in providing emotional support around the time of diagnosis and helping the men make decisions about treatment.⁵,²⁰

In Germany, some cancer treatment institutions employ case management led by a care coordinator nurse, such as the Breast Cancer Centre in Aachen, with positive results.⁴,⁸,²¹

In Sweden, the role of the oncology nurse has a long tradition and is included in national guidelines. A recent study showed high satisfaction with nurse support over time.²²

Cancer nurses can also improve efficiency in cancer care

Integrating specialist nurses in the cancer care pathway may offer overall savings to the healthcare system. Data, however, are limited – and more research in this area is needed.

Data from the UK suggest:

- A one-to-one support approach (combining specialist nurses and support workers) could lead to an annual net saving of £19 million to the National Health Service.²³
- The introduction of a specialist nurse into the cancer care pathway could release about 10% of cancer expenditure (based on economic modelling from one city).²⁴
- According to a case study by a breast cancer taskforce, the CNS role can prevent emergency admissions and speed-up care pathways, allowing time for up to 13 new patients per week to be seen.²⁵
What are the barriers to wider adoption of specialist cancer nursing?

We know that cancer CNSs contribute to better, more patient-centred and often more efficient care. However, the role of the cancer CNS and training standards are often poorly defined – leading to a lack of recognition for the crucial part they play in cancer care.

There are a number of reasons why the CNS role is not more widely established in cancer care pathways across Europe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Countries/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low investment in cancer CNSs often reflects shortages in the nursing workforce in general</td>
<td>Several countries – including Austria, France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Poland, Spain and the UK – have fallen behind in employing nurses in general. In Sweden, although the role of the oncology nurse is recognised in national guidelines, it is not protected. In the face of resource shortages, therefore, oncology nurses who resign or retire could be replaced by nurses without specialist training. Although cancer nursing is recognised as a specialty in Greece, its resource-drained health system cannot afford training for specialist nurses, and its nursing workforce is among the smallest in Europe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace stress and burnout are common among nurses particularly in cases of staff shortages and high demand – yet this often depends on how well the CNS role is embedded in the care pathway</td>
<td>For example, a 2014 survey in Belgium suggested that, because their role was well-defined and they were highly appreciated by patients, CNSs experienced less emotional exhaustion than physicians and standard nurses. By contrast, a 2008 survey at a hospital in Turkey found that rates of emotional exhaustion were significantly higher among nurses than among physicians, owing to a higher number of working hours and lower status within the oncology team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a lack of specialist training available for the cancer CNS role</td>
<td>Denmark has offered specialised training for cancer nurses since 2009, but due to financial cuts the country is now struggling to retain this training programme. In France, universities offer an advanced degree in cancer nursing since 2016. In Germany, there is no formal cancer CNS qualification. The education programme in cancer care is not mandatory for nurses working in oncology and the salary incentive for this training is low. In Spain, the Spanish Oncology Nursing Society designed an advanced breast cancer clinical nursing curriculum defining the remit of the breast cancer nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development – and investment in – cancer CNSs varies across different cancer types, with some roles more established than others</td>
<td>For example, the European Society of Breast Cancer Specialist (EUSOMA) published guidelines for training standards specifying the requirements for breast cancer nurses. Creating new specialist roles in nursing is a complex process. The use of established frameworks such as the Canadian PEPPA framework – which proposes a participatory, evidence-based, patient-focused approach – can aid the development of the cancer CNS. It has successfully been applied in Switzerland for the creation of the advanced practice lung cancer nurse.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What can be done to advance the position of cancer nurses in Europe?

- We need a clear definition of the role of the cancer CNS, recognition of their importance and adequate training and education.

- We must provide a healthy and supportive work environment for cancer nurses.

- We need more evidence of how cancer nurses improve patient outcomes and system efficiency, in order to create the best care pathways for patients.

- Nurses have a crucial role in the multidisciplinary team, but the lack of definition and recognition can lead to problems with role differentiation and collaboration. Bespoke training is essential to ensure cancer nurses are adequately equipped to support patients with their specific needs.

- Workforce shortages mean each nurse’s workload is increased, putting them under pressure and causing distress. It is fundamental, therefore, to create a healthy and supportive work environment; only when their own health and wellbeing is safeguarded will cancer nurses be able to provide optimum care for their patients.

- Nurse-led research and evaluation of nursing care will build an evidence base to support the case for implementing specialist nurses as a core role in the cancer care pathway.
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